CORETELLIGENT’S CORECLOUD

PR I VAT E C LO U D S O LU T I O N
Private Cloud Solution for Business Growth

Coretelligent’s CoreCloud is a private cloud platform that enables
organizations to build and scale on demand without the capital expenditures
of maintaining an on-premise IT footprint. The infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) solution is fully managed, and organizations beneft with a highly
responsive team of technical experts who are available 24/7. CoreCloud is
engineered for high availability, seamless transition, rapid deployment, and
enhanced security. It is the most secure and cost effective way to reduce
the cost of IT ownership and ensure flexibility as business needs evolve and
scale with growth.

A GEO - DIVERSIFIED MODEL
CoreCloud is powered by a geodiversifed model that ensures the
industry’s most reliable and secure data
management operations with full-time
monitoring backed by sophisticated
response and remediation protocols.

With CoreCloud’s geo-diversifed model, customers have the ability to
place primary workloads closest to their users leveraging either data center
location. They can also scale the primary deployment with additional
servers or resources as needed. In addition, CoreCloud can act as a
complementary primary or secondary site as part of an organization’s
existing infrastructure.

H I G H - AVA I L A B I L I T Y
Coretelligent’s East and West Coast
data centers are designed for 99.9%
uptime for all critical facility services.
Additionally, all critical areas are

To improve or extend an organization’s disaster recovery capabilities,

architected with N+1 redundancy to allow

secondary server nodes can be placed in the opposite CoreCloud data

for online resiliency should a hardware

center for a robust business continuity plan.

failure occur.

KEY SERVICES
• 99.9% uptime
• Geo-diversifed data centers are fully
managed and highly secure
• Highly scalable server, storage and
network architecture
• State-of-the-art virtualized hardware
platform
• Reliable and rapid backups with
Coretelligent’s CoreBDR, which can
fully recover data in minutes
• Advanced security and maintenance
• 24/7/365 enterprise monitoring

W H Y M OV E TO T H E C LO U D?
B ECAU S E I T M A K E S G O O D B U S I N E S S S E N S E .
Today’s organizations are under constant pressure to do more with less,
and it has never been more important to maximize IT return on investment.
Cloud computing offers tremendous opportunity to operate more efficiently
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To learn more or for additional information on CoreCloud,
please visit www.coretelligent.com or call 855.841.5888.
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About Coretelligent
Coretelligent is the IT support and private cloud service provider of choice for small and mid-sized businesses
nationwide. Led by world-class technology experts, Coretelligent offers four best-in-class services covering the
full range of technology needs: 360 Support, CoreCloud, CoreBDR, and CoreArmor. Top-tier organizations in the
financial services, life sciences, technology, legal, and professional services sectors rely on Coretelligent to help
maximize their technology return on investment. Founded in 2006, the company has offices in Massachusetts,
Maine, New York, Georgia, and California.

